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ON-LINE RESOURCES 

Navy Knowledge On-Line (NKO): https://wwwa.nko.navy.mil/portal/splash/index.jsp  

Navy E-Learning available through NKO: 
https://wwwa.nko.navy.mil/portal/splash/index.jsp 
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SECURITY AWARENESS NOTICE 
 

************************************************************************ 
 

This course does not contain any classified material. 
 

************************************************************************ 
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SAFETY/HAZARD AWARENESS NOTICE 
 
This notice promulgates safety precautions to the staff and trainees of the Naval 
Leadership Training Program in accordance with responsibilities assigned by the Chief 
of Naval Education and Training. 
 
Trainees may voluntarily request termination of training. Any time the trainee makes a 
statement such as “I QUIT,” or “DOR,” (Drop on Request), he or she shall be 
immediately removed from the training environment and referred to the appropriate 
division or training officer for administrative action. The trainee must then make a written 
statement, clearly indicating the desire to DOR. 
 
Any time a trainee or instructor has apprehension concerning his or her personal safety 
or that of another, he or she shall signal for a “Training Time Out” to clarify the situation 
or procedure and receive or provide additional instruction as appropriate. “Training Time 
Out” signals, other than verbal, shall be appropriate to the training environment. 
 
Instructors are responsible for maintaining situational awareness and shall remain alert 
to signs of trainee panic, fear, extreme fatigue or exhaustion, or lack of confidence that 
may impair safe completion of the training exercise, and shall immediately stop the 
training, identify the problem, and make a determination to continue or discontinue 
training. Instructors shall be constantly alert to any unusual behavior which may indicate 
a trainee is experiencing difficulty, and shall immediately take appropriate action to 
ensure the trainee's safety. 
 
The safety precautions contained in this course are applicable to all personnel. They are 
basic and general in nature. Personnel who operate or maintain equipment in support of 
Naval Leadership Training Program must be thoroughly familiar with all aspects of 
personnel safety, and strictly adhere to every general as well as specific safety 
precautions contained in operating and emergency procedures and applicable 
governing directives. 
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HOW TO USE YOUR GUIDE 
 
This publication has been prepared for your use while under instruction. It is arranged 
sequentially, in accordance with the modules taught, and then the topics that fall under 
each module. By using the table of contents, you should be able to easily locate the 
module topics. The enclosed course schedule will allow you to follow the course of 
instruction in a logical manner. 
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TERMINAL OBJECTIVES 
 
1. APPLY the characteristics of Leadership necessary to meet the expectations of a 

Petty Officer First Class. 
 
2. APPLY the characteristics of Professionalism necessary to meet the expectations of 

a Petty Officer First Class. 
 
3. APPLY the principles of Management required the meet the expectations of a Petty 

Officer First Class. 
 
4. APPLY the methods of Sailor Development necessary for a Petty Officer First Class 

to improve Sailors personally and professionally under their supervision. 
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CASE STUDY 4-1-1 

DECKPLATE LEADERSHIP SCENARIO 
 
Directions: 
Answer the following questions for this scenario: 
 

1. What are the issues? 
2. What are the desired outcomes? 
3. What are your recommended actions? 
4. What are the consequences of your actions? 
5. What references or resources are used to achieve the desired outcome? 

 
SN Johnson reported aboard about three months ago. SN Johnson has proven to be a 
hard charging Sailor, reporting to work early and always looking for something to do. SN 
Johnson lets you know when a task is finished, and always asks, “What needs to be 
done next?” 
 
Lately, you have noticed a change in SN Johnson’s behavior. SN Johnson has been 
late to work a couple of times and always looks tired. SN Johnson appears to be 
carrying the weight of the world. 
 
Today, SN Johnson had been working on a piece of equipment that is critical to an 
upcoming evolution. You discovered that SN Johnson installed a repair part incorrectly. 
You had to pull another Sailor off a job to help SN Johnson install the part correctly and 
fix the damage to the equipment caused by SN Johnson’s mistake. 
 
When you briefed your Chain of Command concerning the status of the repair, they 
became irate over the mistake. Your Chain of Command wants to know why and how 
the repair part was installed incorrectly. Although you do not know all the details yet, 
you tell the Chain of Command that you just wanted to inform them of the issue. Your 
Chain of Command tells you, “This is not the kind of performance I expect from a PO1. 
Do not let this happen again. Any further problems like this would reflect on your 
personnel performance.” 
 
You are directed to supervise the repair and conduct proper counseling with the 
individual involved. 
 
You are irritated that this mistake is reflecting directly on YOUR personnel performance, 
so you decide it is time to have a “talk” with SN Johnson about this mistake. In an angry 
voice, you ask SN Johnson why there is a recent decline in performance. SN Johnson 
tells you about just getting married a few weeks ago. In addition, SN Johnson’s spouse 
and dog recently moved here. For the past week, the family has been living in a hotel 
and they can no longer afford to live like this. SN Johnson’s spouse has been unable to 
find work and apartments that accept pets are out of their price range. 
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RECORD OF COUNSELING     DATE:  June, 22, 2008 
 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT: 
 The authority for requesting the following information is contained in 10 USC 8012 and EO 9397.  The data will be used to 
document quality force counseling actions not prescribed in other directives.  Where directed, the form may or may not become a 
source document to support administrative separation.  Data is also releasable to higher headquarters officials when used to 
support administrative separation or UCMJ actions. 
 Completion of the form by a counselor is mandatory; however, disclosure of information or facts by the counselee is 
voluntary.  Failure to disclose information or facts may not be in counselee's best interest in the event administrative, 
disciplinary or separation action is subsequently deemed warranted by counselee's commander.  
NAME:    RATE/RANK:    SSN: 
Color, Gerald  BM2     000-00-0202  
DIVISION/WORKCENTER/DUTY SECTION:   COUNSELOR: 
Ground Maintenance / NA     BM1 Smith  
 
 REASON FOR COUNSELING 
  X  PERFORMANCE           PRIVATE INDEBTEDNESS 
     PERSONAL BEHAVIOR          SUPPORT OF DEPENDENTS 
     OJT PROGRESS        X  RESPONSIBILITIES 
     SUBSTANDARD DRESS/APPEARANCE        OTHER (SPECIFY) 
 
                                                                            
RESUME OF REASON WHICH CAUSED COUNSELING REQUIREMENT.  (Give details, 
specific dates, names, sequence of events, etc.) 
 
 Performance ISO VIP visit. 

1. Using good time management to ensure BLDG 3505 was painted ISO a 
VIP visit to command, You unselfishly volunteered 15 hours of off 
duty time to ensure completion of building painting prior to 
arrival of inclement weather.   

2. Completed 15 urgent small engine repairs ISO lawn preparations for 
the VIP visit. 

 
Your efforts greatly contributed to the success VIP visit and 
significantly contributed to the professional appearance of our 
command. 

 
 
 
                                                                         
SOLUTION THAT YOU AND THE INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPED AND DISCUSSED TO OVERCOME THE 
PROBLEM(S) AND PRECLUDE FUTURE INVOLVEMENT.  (Outline all solutions and 
indicate which one(s) the individual freely elected.) 
  
 

NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                            
OTHER AGENCIES INDIVIDUAL REFERRED TO (DAPA, Personal Affairs, Social 
Agencies, Chaplain, legal etc.  THE COUNSELOR MAKES THE APPOINTMENT) 
 

NA 
 
 
 
 
  
COUNSELEE’S COMMENTS: 
 

I appreciate the formal counseling that is recognizing my efforts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
I acknowledge that I have read and understand the contents of this 
counseling record. 
 
COUNSELEE'S SIGNATURE and DATE: Gerald Colar      22Jun 08 
 
 
COUNSELOR'S SIGNATURE and DATE:  J D Smith             22Jun 08 
 
 
WITNESS SIGNATURE and DATE 
 
                                                                             
REMARKS/FOLLOW-UP ACTION (Outline all efforts indicating dates, names 
progress, etc.) 



RECORD OF COUNSELING     DATE:  July, 03, 2008 
 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT: 
 The authority for requesting the following information is contained in 10 USC 8012 and EO 9397.  The data will be used to 
document quality force counseling actions not prescribed in other directives.  Where directed, the form may or may not become a 
source document to support administrative separation.  Data is also releasable to higher headquarters officials when used to 
support administrative separation or UCMJ actions. 
 Completion of the form by a counselor is mandatory; however, disclosure of information or facts by the counselee is 
voluntary.  Failure to disclose information or facts may not be in counselee's best interest in the event administrative, 
disciplinary or separation action is subsequently deemed warranted by counselee's commander.  
NAME:    RATE/RANK:    SSN: 
Color, Gerald  BM2     000-00-0202  
DIVISION/WORKCENTER/DUTY SECTION:   COUNSELOR: 
Ground Maintenance / NA     BM1 Smith  
 
 REASON FOR COUNSELING 
     PERFORMANCE           PRIVATE INDEBTEDNESS 
     PERSONAL BEHAVIOR          SUPPORT OF DEPENDENTS 
     OJT PROGRESS        X  RESPONSIBILITIES 
     SUBSTANDARD DRESS/APPEARANCE        OTHER (SPECIFY) 
 
                                                                            
RESUME OF REASON WHICH CAUSED COUNSELING REQUIREMENT.  (Give details, 
specific dates, names, sequence of events, etc.) 
 

 Late for work.  PO Color reported to work at 1035.  Liberty expired at 
0830.  Command’s effort to contact PO Color at recall numbers were 
unsuccessful.   
 
 

 
 
 
                                                                         
SOLUTION THAT YOU AND THE INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPED AND DISCUSSED TO OVERCOME THE 
PROBLEM(S) AND PRECLUDE FUTURE INVOLVEMENT.  (Outline all solutions and 
indicate which one(s) the individual freely elected.) 
  
 

1. Update recall number 
2. Ensure PO Color realizes late arrivals to command will not be tolerated and further violates may result in report chit 
3. PO Color will complete all assigned tasks before liberty. 
4. PO Color will muster with the LPO at 0800 outside the maintenance shop for the remainder of the week. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                            
OTHER AGENCIES INDIVIDUAL REFERRED TO (DAPA, Personal Affairs, Social 
Agencies, Chaplain, legal etc.  THE COUNSELOR MAKES THE APPOINTMENT) 
 

NA 
 
 
 
 
  
COUNSELEE’S COMMENTS: 
 

1. Traffic was severe due to an accident in the interstate’s tunnel. 
2. Was actually inside the tunnel once the accident occurred and could not turn around. 
3. I was stuck in the tunnel and did not have reception on my cellular phone. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
I acknowledge that I have read and understand the contents of this 
counseling record. 
 
COUNSELEE'S SIGNATURE and DATE: Gerald Colar      03Jul08 
 
 
COUNSELOR'S SIGNATURE and DATE:  J D Smith             03Jul08 
 
 
WITNESS SIGNATURE and DATE 
 
                                                                             
REMARKS/FOLLOW-UP ACTION (Outline all efforts indicating dates, names 
progress, etc.) 



 
EVALUATION REPORT & COUNSELING RECORD (E1-E6) RCS BUPERS 1610-1

1. Name (Last, First MI Suffix) 2. Rate 3. Desig 4. SSN

5. ACT TAR INACT AT/ADSW/
265

6. UIC 7. Ship/Station 8. Promotion Status 9. Date Reported

Occasion for Report
10. Periodic

Detachment
11. of Individual

Promotion/
12. Frocking 13. Special

Period of Report
14. From: 15. To:

16. Not Observed
Report 

Type of Report
17. Regular 18. Concurrent

20. Physical Readiness 21. Billet Subcategory (if any)

22. Reporting Senior (Last, FI MI) 23. Grade 24. Desig 25. Title 26. UIC 27. SSN

28. Command employment and command achievements.

29. Primary/Collateral/Watchstanding duties. (Enter primary duty abbreviation in box.)

For Mid-term Counseling Use. (When completing EVAL,
enter 30 and 31 from counseling worksheet, sign 32.)

30. Date Counseled 31. Counselor 32. Signature of Individual Counseled

PERFORMANCE TRAITS: 1.0 - Below standards/not progressing or UNSAT in any one standard; 2.0 - Does not yet meet all 3.0 standards; 3.0 - Meets all 3.0
standards; 4.0 - Exceeds most 3.0 standards; 5.0 - Meets overall criteria and most of the specific standards for 5.0. Standards are not all inclusive.

PERFORMANCE
TRAITS

1.0*
Below Standards

2.0
Pro-

gressing

3.0
Meets Standards

4.0
Above

Standards

5.0
Greatly Exceeds Standards

33.
PROFESSIONAL
KNOWLEDGE:
Technical knowledge
and practical application

NOB

- Marginal knowledge of rating, specialty
or job.

- Unable to apply knowledge to solve
routine problems.

- Fails to meet advancement/PQS
requirements.

-

-

-

- Strong working knowledge of rating,
specialty and job.

- Reliably applies knowledge to
accomplish tasks.

- Meets advancement/PQS requirements on
time.

-

-

- Recognized expert, sought out by all for
technical knowledge.

- Uses knowledge to solve complex
technical problems.

- Meets advancement/PQS requirements
early/with distinction

34.
QUALITY OF WORK:
Standard of work;
value of end product.

NOB

- Needs excessive supervision.
- Product frequently needs rework.

- Wasteful of resources.

-
-

-

- Needs little supervision.
- Produces quality work. Few errors and
resulting rework.

- Uses resources efficiently.

-
-

-

- Needs no supervision.
- Always produces exceptional work. No
rework required.

- Maximizes resources.

35.
COMMAND OR
ORGANIZATIONAL
CLIMATE/EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY:
Contributing to growth
and development,
human worth,
community.

NOB

- Actions counter to Navy's retention/
reenlistment goals.

- Uninvolved with mentoring or professional
development of subordinates.

- Actions counter to good order and
discipline and negatively affect Command/
Organizational climate.

- Demonstrates exclusionary behavior. Fails
to value differences from cultural
diversity.

-

-

-

-

- Positive leadership supports Navy's increased
retention goals. Active in decreasing attrition.

- Actions adequately encourage/support
subordinates' personal/professional growth.

- Demonstrates appreciation for contributions
of Navy personnel. Positive influence on
Command climate.

- Values differences as strengths. Fosters
atmosphere of acceptance/inclusion per
EO/EEO policy.

-

-

-

-

- Measurably contributes to Navy's increased
retention and reduced attrition objectives.

- Proactive leader/exemplary mentor. Involved
in subordinates' personal development leading
to professional growth/sustained commitment.

- Initiates support programs for military,
civilian, and families to achieve exceptional
Command and Organizational climate.

- The model of achievement. Develops unit
cohesion by valuing differences as
strengths.

36.
MILITARY BEARING/
CHARACTER:
Appearance, conduct
physical fitness,
adherance to Navy Core
Values.

NOB

- Consistently unsatisfactory appearance.
- Poor self-control; conduct resulting in
disciplinary action.

- Unable to meet one or more physical
readiness standards.

- Fails to live up to one or more Navy
Core Values: HONOR, COURAGE,
COMMITMENT.

-
-

-

-

- Excellent personal appearance.
- Excellent conduct conscientiously
complies with regulations.

- Complies with physical readiness
program.

- Always lives up to Navy Core Values:
HONOR, COURAGE, COMMITMENT.

-
-

-

-

- Exemplary personal appearance.
- Model of conduct, on and off duty.

-A leader in physical readiness.

- Exemplifies Navy Core Values:
HONOR, COURAGE, COMMITMENT.

37.
PERSONAL JOB
ACCOMPLISHMENT/
INITIATIVE:
Responsibility, quantity
of work.

NOB

- Needs prodding to attain qualification
or finish job.

- Prioritizes poorly.

- Avoids responsibility.

-

-

-

- Productive and motivated. Completes
tasks and qualifications fully and on
time.

- Plans/prioritizes effectively.

- Reliable, dependable, willingly accepts
responsibility.

-

-

-

- Energetic self-starter. Completes tasks or
qualifications early, far better than
expected.

- Plans/prioritizes wisely and with
exceptional foresight.

- Seeks extra responsibility and takes on
the hardest jobs.

NAVPERS 1616/26 (03-02)

 

COLOR, GERALD J   BM2               000-00-0202 

X 76765        NS NOWHERE        REGULAR 07MAY10

X

X     P/WS         NA      

    HARRELL, D.L.     LT   3105    DIV OFFICER   76765  000-00-9999 

    MAINT.     

  08SEP16                  

X

X

X

X

X



 
EVALUATION REPORT & COUNSELING RECORD (E1-E6) (cont  'd) RCS BUPERS 1610-1

1. Name (Last, First MI Suffix) 2. Rate 3. Desig 4. SSN

PERFORMANCE
TRAITS

1.0*
Below Standards

2.0
Pro-

gressing
3.0

Meets Standards
4.0

Above
Standards

5.0
Greatly Exceeds Standards

38.
TEAMWORK:
Contributions to team
building and team
results

NOB

- Creates conflict, unwilling to work
with others, puts self above team.

- Fails to understand team goals or
teamwork techniques.

- Does not take direction well.

-

-

-

- Reinforces others' efforts, meets
commitments to team.

- Understands goals, employs good
teamwork techniques.

- Accepts and offers team direction.

-

-

-

- Team builder, inspires cooperation and
progress.

- Focuses goals and techniques for teams

- The best at accepting and offering team
direction.

39.
LEADERSHIP:
Organizing, motivating
and developing others
to accomplish goals.

NOB

- Neglects growth/development or welfare
of subordinates.

- Fails to organize, creates problems
for subordinates.

- Does not set or achieve goals relevant
to command mission and vision.

- Lacks ability to cope with or tolerate
stress.

- Inadequate communicator.
- Tolerates hazards or unsafe practices

-

-

-

-

-
-

- Effectively stimulates growth/development in
subordinates.

- Organizes successfully, implementing process
improvements and efficiencies.

- Sets/achieves useful, realistic goals that
support command mission.

- Performs well in stressful situations
- Clear, timely communicator.
- Ensures safety of personnel and
equipment.

-

-

-

-
-
-

- Inspiring motivator and trainer,
subordinates reach highest level of growth
and development.

- Superb organizer, great foresight,
develops process improvements and
efficiencies.

- Leadership achievements dramatically
further command mission and vision.

- Perseveres through the toughest
challenges and inspires others.

- Exceptional communicator.
- Makes subordinates safety-conscious,
maintains top safety record.

- Constantly improves the personal and
and professional lives of others.

40. Individual Trait Avg.
total of trait scores divided by
number of graded traits.

41. I recommend this individual for (maximum of two): Assignment in Rating,
Sea Special Programs, Shore Special Programs, Commissioning Programs,
Special Warfare Programs, Rating Instructor Duty, Other. (Be specific)

42. Signature of Rater (Typed Name & Rate): I have evaluated this member against the above
performance standards and have forwarded written explanation of marks 1.0 and 5.0.

Date:

43. COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE: * All 1.0 marks, three 2.0 marks, and 2.0 marks in Block 35 must be specifically substantiated in comments. Comments must be verifiable.
Font must be 10 or 12 Pitch (10 or 12 point) only. Use upper and lower case.

44. QUALIFICATIONS/ACHIEVEMENTS - Education, awards, community involvement, etc., during this period.

Promotion
Recommendation NOB

Significant
Problems Progressing Promotable Must

Promote
Early

Promote

45.
INDIVIDUAL

46.
SUMMARY

47. Retention:
Not Recommended Recommended

48. Reporting Senior Address

49. Signature of Senior Rater (Typed Name & Grade/Rate): I have reviewed the evaluation of this member
against these performance standards and have provided written explanation to support the marks of 1.0 and 5.0.

Date:

50. Signature of Reporting Senior

Date:
Summary Group Average:

51. Signature of Individual Evaluated. "I have seen this report, been apprised of my
performance, and understand my right to submit a statement."
I intend to submit a statement. I do not intend to submit a statement.

Date:

52. Type name, grade,command, UIC, and signature of Regular Reporting Senior on Concurrent Report

Date:

NAVPERS 1616/26 (03-02)

 

COLOR, GERALD J   BM2               000-00-0202 

X

X

3.43

STR:  
- METICULOUSLY ACCURATE PAPERWORK.  
- RATING KNOWLEDGE AND PROFESSIONAL ABILITY 
- PHYSICAL APPEARANCE IN UNIFORM  
 
WK:  
- TEND TO PUSH OTHERS ASIDE AND DO THE JOB YOURSELF INSTEAD OF PASSING 
ON YOUR KNOWLEDGE. 
- INCREASE LEADERSHIP ROLE WITH SUBORDINATES 
- FOCUS ON YOUR ROLE WITHIN THE DIVISIONAL TEAM. 
 
GOALS:  
- WATCH QUALIFICATIONS 
- COMPLETE INDIVDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN GOALS 

X
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ENLISTED FITNESS OR EVALUATION REPORT INPUT 
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (When Filled In) 

 
(This outline may be used as written, or adapted into a command input form. Attach 
copies of certificates, citations, etc. The reporting senior is the sole judge of which items 
to use in the report). 
 
1. Administrative data 
 

a. Full Name: Color, Gerald J 
 
b. Rate and warfare/qualification designator(s). BM2 
 
c. Social Security Number. XXX-XX-0202 
 
d. USN or USNR. USN   
 
e. Date reported to present command. 10 May 07 
 
f. Ending date of last Regular report. 05 April 07 
 
g. Date of rate. 16 July 06 

 
1. Duties assigned and number of months assigned during this report period. (List by 

duty title.) 
 

a. Division: Building Maintenance  
 
b. Primary duties: Lawn care and maintenance. Repairs of small engine equipment, 

Building repairs, HAZMAT/Waste, and the cleaning gear locker. 
 
c. Collateral duties: Training Petty Officer. Maintained training records for 5 

divisional personnel. Submits Monthly Divisional Qualification Status Report 
(MDQSR) to Division Officer. Developed, maintained, and administered 
qualification testing. 
 

d. Safety Petty Officer: Organized and administered Safety Stand-down. 
 
e. Watch standing duties. 
f. TEMADD/TEMDU. (Where, when, and why.) 
 
g. Significant periods not available for duty, if any. (If first report at this command, 

include any delay or TEMDU prior to reporting.) Do not include brief illness or 
normal leave. 
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2. Job information 
 

a. Principal activities and responsibilities.   
• Lawn care and maintenance. Repaired 15 small engines saving $1,000 in 

contract repairs, Building repairs, HAZMAT/Waste Site, and the cleaning gear 
locker. 

 
b. Individual accomplishments, including experience gained and contributions to 

team achievements.  
• Organized and administered Safety Stand-down for 75 Sailors. Set up base 

theater for Safety Stand-down 
 

c. Responsibilities for classified material. 
 
3. Supervision and Leadership 
 

a. Growth and development of subordinates. 
 
b. Personnel directly supervised (subdivide by military, civilians, and Reservists). 
 
c. Personnel supervised through subordinates (subdivide as above). 
 
d. Equipment and material for which responsible. 
 
e. Size of budget managed. 
 
f. Leadership activities and accomplishments. Include team and subordinate 

accomplishments that reflect your leadership. 
 
g. Performance as instructor (classroom or on-the-job). 
 
h. Counseling given (formal or informal). 
i. Retention efforts and results. 

 
4. Special achievements 
 

a. Qualifications achieved during period (or during prior period if not mentioned in 
previous report).  
• 3M 2 months ahead of schedule. 

 
b. Educational courses completed and diplomas or certificates awarded.  

 
c. Personal awards and letters of commendation or appreciation received.  
• National Defense, LOC 
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5. Off-duty activities 
 

a. Educational courses attended. 
 
b. Civic activities. 
 
c. Voluntary public relations on behalf of Navy. 
 
d. Reservist's civilian employment. Note promotions or special accomplishments 

during period. 
 
6. Future duties/schools desired 
 
7. Other items for consideration 
 

• New computer program installation on 14 computers.   
 
• Painted Building 3504.   
 
• Set-up audio equipment for Change of Command ceremony. 
 
• Side boys for CNO visit. 

 
 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (When Filled In) 
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CASE STUDY 6-1-1 

MENTORSHIP 
 
Directions: Using the information below, help PO3 Anderson develop an Individual 
Development Plan (IDP) to prepare for advancement and to pass the next PFA. 
 
PO3 Anderson is an average, steady performer. PO3 Anderson just has not been able 
to advance and is approaching high year tenure. To make matters worse, PO3 
Anderson just failed the latest PFA.   
 
PO3 Anderson wants to stay in the Navy. Although not a superstar, PO3 is a 
hardworking, reliable Sailor who has never been in any trouble on or off duty. 
 
The command requested a high year tenure waiver for PO3 Anderson; however, it was 
not approved because the evaluations did not justify a waiver. Even PO3 Anderson’s 
request to change to a more critical rating was disapproved.   
 
PO3 Anderson approached you and asked for help. PO3 Anderson has shown 
characteristics to be an outstanding Sailor. You need to develop personal goals and 
align them with the Navy’s Core Values.   
 
Here is some additional information taken from PO3 Anderson’s service record: 
 
� Warfare Designator: None 
� ADSD: 7 yrs, 1 mo ago 
� Date Reported: 11 mos ago 
� PRD: 2 yrs from now 

� Time in Rate: 4 yrs 
� EAOS: 10 mos 
� Education: 12th grade 
� EVAL Due: 15 Jun 
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Case Study 7-1-1 
Professionalism 

 
Directions: 
Answer the following questions for this scenario: 
 

1. What are the issues? 
2. What are the desired outcomes? 
3. What are your recommended actions? 
4. What are the consequences of your actions? 
5. What references or resources are used to achieve the desired 

outcome? 
 
You recently transferred to USS Neversail to be close to your cousin, PO3 
Wilson. You have been aboard for three months and feel standards are lax 
within your immediate Chain of Command. You have recently advanced to 
PO1 and became the LPO for your shop. There is no Chief assigned; the 
previous LPO was not motivated and was on the “retired on activity duty” 
(ROAD) program showing up to work to muster, PT, and check e-mail. The 
shop has been inundated with negative talk. 
 
The Sailors in the shop are young and new to the Navy. Historically, the 
shop has had personnel problems and a “work hard, play hard” mentality. 
Within the work environment are suggestive photos and Sailors who are on 
a first name basis. 
 
Because you are new, the Sailors have tried to take advantage of you by 
taking excessive breaks, coming to work late, doing sloppy work, and 
remaining in civilian or PT attire. You have also noticed that, for the most 
part, their appearance is not quite up to standards.  
 
To make matters worse, you are standing the mid-watch and just received 
a phone call at 0345 reporting PO3 Wilson is drunk and passed out in 
Billy’s Bar and Grill. You know PO3 Wilson is not of legal drinking age, as 
you are cousins. 
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Case Study 8-1-1 
Loyalty 

 
Directions: 
Answer the following questions for this scenario: 
 

1. What are the issues? 
2. What are the desired outcomes? 
3. What are your recommended actions? 
4. What are the consequences of your actions? 
5. What references or resources are used to achieve the desired 

outcome? 
 
 
PO2 Young reported aboard eight months ago. PO2 Young hit the deck 
running and quickly became an indispensable member of the work 
environment. PO2 Young eagerly takes on all work assignments, but he is 
falling behind on watch qualifications.   
 
Command policy states watch qualifications must be completed within six 
months of reporting; leave chits will be disapproved until complete.   
 
PO2 Young has put in a chit to start leave in three weeks. PO2 Young 
purchased a non-refundable airline ticket to see spouse and young child 
before the command deploys. This will be PO2 Young’s last chance to see 
the family until the command returns from deployment in seven months.  
 
When you receive PO2 Young’s chit, you discover PO2 Young is 
delinquent on qualifications. All leave chits require a notation “all watch 
qualifications are complete,” you know the leave chit will be disapproved. 
The qualification PO2 Young is delinquent in typically takes approximately 
six weeks to complete. 
 
You do not want to deny a “good worker” leave, so you approach the Chain 
of Command (COC) to discuss PO2 Young’s request. You explain the 
purpose of his leave and that he would lose the cost of his tickets because 
they are non-refundable. However, the COC repeat the command’s policy 
concerning qualifications and tell you to discuss this with PO2 Young. 
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NOTE TAKING SHEET  
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